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Yunnan Ancient Dian bonze wares form the Ancient Dian Bronzes culture, 
which ranks among the world’s five bronzes cultures. Located in the middle of 
Yunnan province, the archeological excavations of Lijiashan, in the high position of 
the Yunnan bronzes history or even all over the world, The excavations show a 
magnificent bronzes history, shed light on ancient Dian civilization and prosperity 
famous for bonzes culture 2000 years ago, and is an unestimated treasure. The 
batches of unearth relics were named as China’s ten archeological finds in the years 
they were found. 
The archeological excavations of Lijiashan are only exhibited as spot and tour 
exhibitions and cultural relics are shown in forms of pictures,study books and so on. 
This dissertation centers on introduction to analysis, design and Web achievement of 
ancient Dian Lijiashan bonzes display system, building up a platform on Internet to 
protect and inherit bonze culture for the legacy of ancient Dian Lijiashan bonzes 
culture. Management, maintenance and display of ancient Dian Lijiashan bonzes 
culture is achieved in different ways such as text, pictures videos and so on. 
Database system function, business management processes, overall system 
architecture and implementation technology is analyzed and designed. A set of 
multiple formats of display system of ancient Dian Lijiashan bonzes culture is 
designed based on the Windows operating system and Apache Web server platform, 
the use of B / S mode and PHP , as well as MySQL as a back-end database. This 
provide a quick and convenient way of study and inhering ancient Dian Lijiashan 
bonzes cultural legacy by accumulating, managing and displaying information 
recourses of ancient Dian Lijiashan bonzes through network technology. 
Based on idea of software engineering, this dissertation expounds whole 
process of design, analysis and Web achievements of ancient Dian Lijiashan bonze 
wares display system, in different aspects such as demand analysis, framework 
design, database design, development environment configuration, etc. Meanwhile, 
















construction of the of other Yunnan historical and cultural resource information 
system. 
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